
December 5, 2017 
 
 
Public Disclosure Commission 
PO Box 40908 
Olympia, WA  98504 
 
Dear Public Disclosure Commission: 
 
Thank you for the opportunity to respond to another complaint filed by Chestine Edgar (case# 
27521).  
 
It is unclear exactly what Ms. Edgar is detailing in her complaint as it relates to Krystal’s 
campaign specifically. There were events where the campaigns shared expenses (such as a 
shared doorbelling piece and shared election night expenses) but the campaigns also had their 
own campaigns to run and expenses related to their own GOTV and persuasion work. 
Additionally, it seems that many of Ms. Edgar’s complaints seem aimed at the Jimmy Matta 
campaign, not at Krystal’s campaign specifically. Finally, Ms. Edgar seems to be saying that 
Jimmy’s campaign isn’t showing Krystal’s reimbursement of event space from the 10/30 event 
on his PDC forms. A simple explanation is that it could have been received and deposited after 
the weekly reporting period ended on 11/5 since the check was cut and mailed on 10/30. In any 
event, it doesn’t appear that this is an issue for Krystal’s campaign. 
 
For the shared doorbeller, the 4 King County Democrats reimbursed the King County Democrats 
for printing of a shared doorbeller to help each candidate save on expenses. It was all properly 
reported by Krystal’s campaign, as Ms. Edgar notes. As for any in-kind donations from the party 
organizations that may have occurred on November 4th, we will be reporting an in-kind from the 
State Democrats on 11/4 and 11/5, which would appear on a report due on December 11, 2017. If 
Ms. Edgar familiarized herself with the reporting dates she’d know that these inkinds aren’t 
showing on the PDC site because the reports haven’t been filed yet because the due date is next 
week. 
 
We kindly ask that you dismiss this complaint without merit. 
 
Thank you, 
 
Jason Bennett 
On behalf of Friends of Krystal Marx. 
 


